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Know the Right People? Be a~~~,.

By BOB HLADY
. ~There's nobody more nervous
~- ·"',. ·
than a head ta.lking to a guy he
.· ·.
suspects is a narc.
·~·
Unless it's a narc talldng to a
•
guy he suspects is u head. When
the head has press credentials,
11
I don't know, I just lilce the
work. I can't tell you why because
anything I'd say would sound
corny.,
Detective Joe Florio, 38, came
to Albuquerque from New York
City about 10 years ago, He
moved here for about tho RamP.
reason everybody else from back
East moves here: ~'to get away
from New York" (or Chicago, or
Philly, or D.C.; or Akron, or ... ).
He got to be a narc by knowing
the right people.
'Right People'
"When I was in the patrol cars,
I was fortunate to make a lot of
good connections. The chief (of
detectives) knows what all the
patrolmen are doing, and if they
see a guy is doing good work in
one area, they'll move him up."
So now be does his work out of
~- ..-::....h~__.:.-~ .
uniform.
"You just go on out -like you
go shopping. You ask a guy where next guy - maybe he's selling a
you can buy some dope, and rap couple of hundred at a time."
to him and try to get in good with
B~ier
him so you can find out who his
"We go as far up the line as our
connection is.
mom~y allows."
"I mean, maybe the first guy is
There's the rub.
a street ~ l~vel dealer. Selling lids.
In order to make contacts, you
Maybe we'll buy several lids off have to buy dope. And to buy
him to get in good and then move dope, you've got to have money.
on to his supplier. Maybe this Money is something the vice and
next guy is selling it 10 lids at a narcotics division of the
time. And then you go on to the Albuquerque Police Department
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doesn't have much of,
The narcs almost never see the
men dealing in bulk because they
just don't have enough money to
buy into their league.
'~If we had a decent account,"
said Florio, "we could cut the
traffic in Albuquerque by 40 per
cent in $ix months."
But right now~ they don't have
that kind of money, so they go
just as far as they can, "and then

we bust right on down the line/'
he said.
No Mercy
Everybody, including the little
man selling one lid at a time, gets
arrest~d. No warnings, no second
chances.
"We're not authorized to let
anybody off. I mean, that's up to
the courts. You do your job out
there," explained Florio. "You
make a buy, you book 'em and

.f

;That's it."
~-~.Just doing. this much presents
special problems that probably no
other professions encounter,
though. For the benefit of the
uninitiated, buying grass usually
involves .sampling it. After all, the
dealer wants you to be happy
with your purchase.
Exposure
"Sometimes they'll lay a joint
on you to blow to see if you like
jt," said Florio.
And of course, you're expected
to smoke IL.
"Well, sometimes you have to
blow one with the guy," he said.
"But you just draw it into your
mouth, You don'L Lake it into
your lungs."
Now that brings up an obvious
question.
"Look, I don't even smoke. I
wouldn't even know how to
inhale smoke," he declared, "You
could lay a buck on the table in
front of me, and l :>till wouldn't
be able to do it. I'd probably
choke."
Hazards
The pos$ibility of getting
accidentally stoned, however, is
probably the least of the chances
taken by Florio.
A while ago, he said, one of his
co-workers had a gun pushed
against his stomach and fired. lt
jammeq.
"We never know what we're
walking into," he said. "We might
get our warrant, and we'll know
there's dope in this house, but
(Please turn to page 8)
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Lettuce Boycott Moves Into City
Correction of Existing N.M . Conditions Sought
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BEF Act Deemed Hasty,
White Seeks Re-hearing
ASUNM President Ken White
(!barged the state Board of
Eductttion Finance (BEF) with
"undue haste" and ignoring of
due process in approving a
business Ph.D. program at UNM.
White made the charges in a
letter to BEF Chairman William
Gilbert following their approval of
the Ph.D. program Oct. 1.
"I feel that due process has not
been completed, nor should the
BEF have considered this topic
until that process is complete/' he
wrote.
He asked that the Ph.D.
program be reconsidered by the
board. White sits as one of two
non-voting student members of
the BEF.
In arguing due process was
ignored, White cited the Ad Hoc
Program Study Committee in the
business school constituted to

By CHRlS MILLER
The National Lettuc~ Boycott
has moved into Albuquerque with
boycott officials Evans and
Margaret Garcia intent on
educating people of the boycott
issues and investigating users of
non-union, or "scab", lettuce.
Cortection of existing living
and working conditions of lettuce
workers in New Mexico is the
committee's e\fentual desire. The
local boycott, run from the
Chicano Studies Center on
campus, is an extension of a
nationwide lettuce boycott.
Pressure
"Our very immediate plans are
to educate people both on and otf
campus about the farm workers
issues. We plan to begin to put
strong pressure on chain and
wholesale stores here in town,"
Margaret Garcia, spokeswoman
for the committee, said.
"Virtually 100 per cent of the
lettuce sold in New Mexico is
non-union lettuce," she added.
Evans Garcia, a former fartn
fwedne.sdayMedia Week
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~

a..m.·11:30 a.m. ·1 p.m. -2:.aos;
•
p.m.: Filrn festival, 6 films M
sbowu in series (Union~
Tbeater)
M
1:ao p.m.: Five experimentalBell•
il Telephone films (Popejoy Hall) lR
i!S p.m.: Harlan Elliilon schmce~
~
fie. tlon lectUre (PopeJoy Hall)

"review and research the facts,
advantages, disadvantages and
budget limitation concetning the
degree program offered by the
school." That committee is
scheduled to make a report to the
ThU~day
faculty of the business school
10:30 a.m.•12:30-2:30 p.m.: FilmiK
festival- "The Round Up"M
December 15.
11
(Union Theater)
I assume that until the results
and findings of the committee are
submitted and final action is
taken by the Business and
Administrative Science faculty • Board as "top priority" in the
that neither the Dean of the goals of the University. I believe
college, nor the President of the that perhaps this should be mote
University may assume the closely analyzed."
authority of projecting those
White's move came after the
results/'
ASUNM Senate last Wednesday
White argues such projection unanimously appro-ved a
might "misreptE!sent the priorities resolution ~ailing for
and objectives of the faculty" of reconsideration of the Ph.D.
the school.
program, and the reinstatement of
01
1£ my information is correct, the four-year bachelot 1s ptograrn
the program was proposed to the in business.

Wednesday, October 13, 1971
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worker and committt'!e member,
said there are presently 10 to 30
thousand farm workers in New
Mexico earning an average wage of
$1.10 an hour or $2700 per year,
which is $1200 below the national
poverty level.
The national lettuce boycott
first began in California in
September 1970. Cesar Chavez,
head of United Farm Workers
Organizing Committee (UFWOC),
represents lettuc(! workers
throughout the country in their
demands to correct poor working
conditions and low .wages, to
needing protcctiv(! legislation.
Dumping Grounds
Margaret Gatcia cited sev(!ral
reasons why the boycott is of
concern to New Mexico. "Now
east coast people can only buy
union lettuce because or the good
job t:oordinators did on the coast.
But now, Albuquerque has
become a dumping grounds for
scab lettuce. They figure they can
get away with secondary sales.''
"We must show our concern to

help workers in the fields because
there are several thousand workers
in New Mexico and if they are to
fotlow UFWOC we must educate
other people and. ourselves to
their demands/' Margaret said.
The Albuquerque Boycott
Committee has "strong
connections" with the California
office . in Keene, Calif., recently
moved frorn Delano Calif. The
Keene office "is our central point
that we do have contact with, but
we also receive information from
the Denver and Chicago offices, 11
she added.
Campus
The committee also plans to
take at:tion on campus. "Right
now we are researching the two
dining halls (La Posada and
Hokona), the Sub, and the UNM
Food Service, to see how much
lettuce and the kind used. We plan
to get all scab lettuce oft
carnpus,t' Margaret said. uwe will
take strong direct action. Last
year we were bought off but this
year we won't tolerate anything."

Faculty Wants Its Parking
Free, 'In Close Proximity'
Arguing that, levying of parking
fees would be using faculty and
staff as "a tax base" for the
University, the Faculty
Compensation Committee got
faculty support for a fight before
the Regents concerning retention
of the free patkifig system,
The f()solution, adopted by a
strong majority oi the some 100
faculty members attending
yesterday's meeting, asks that
"sufficient free space tor faculty w
staft parking in close. proximity to
academic and administrative
buildings" be assured.
Currently being recommended
by the Catnpus Planning
Committee is a paid parking
system that would levy a $4S fee

on fa<!ulty members for year •
round use of a parking slot.
Students and faculty members
who use the lots only nine months
a year would be charged $36.
Proponents of retention of the
tree parking systetn argue that
paid parking at other universities
"does not justify a sitnilar
irtequitable solution here/' and
usage oi the faculty and staff as
"a tax base for their employer" is
impropet,
In other action the faculty
approved a tinal draft of the
chatter governing ISRAD - faculty
relations and approved a five •
tnember slate' of faculty
representatives on the ISRAD
Executive Committee.
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Jackson
Attacks
Poten·tial
Rivals
Bond Refinancing Cquld
Washington's Sen. Denounces
Parties'
~splinter

Save City $4.6 Million·

By DON BURGE
The Albuquerque City
Commission Tue&day voted
approyal of a plan to study
re·financing of $24,6 million in
outstanding general obligation
bonds, at a possible savings to the
city of $4.6 million.
At the same time, the
Commisson gave approval to
complete study of a plan whereby
$4.7 million in sales Lax revenue
bonds would be used to finance
constructio'n of a two-level
underground parking facility
located near City Hall.
Approval
BoLh plans require final City
Commission approval, which is
expected to come "in
approximately one week.''
City Manager Richard Wilson
called the two plans "a significant
stl;lp, because it is the last
non-cash credit issue" necessary
to complete the city's urban
renewal obligations.
Harold Kiou$, the president of
the company which will complete
the study of both plans, said
general obligation bonds issued in
1968, 1969 and 1970 all carry
"higher interest rates, as
compared to the rates the city can
get today."
·
Kious added that these·
previously issued bonds could .be
"advance funded by using the
proceeds of the new bonds just
approved by the voters to
purchase government securities in
amounts to pay the interest and
principal when it comes due,"
(On Oct. 5 voters approved the
issuance of $15 million in new
g!lneral obligation bonds.)
Payments
Under this procedure, hll said,
interest payments could• be
reduced by $2.5 million with an
additional reduction in payment
on principal of $1.5 million.
Additional reductions could be
made by earlier payments of some
issues, he added.
Wilson said the two plans
would have "no effect on the
city's financial problems. This
money is not, could not and
would not be used for operating

editorial

BEF Shoztld Reconsider
Both the ASUNM legislative and executive
branches have called for reconsideration of
the Ph.D. program in business approved by
the Board of Educational Finance (BEF).
In a diplomatically worded letter,
ASUNM President Ken White said both
.UNM President Ferrel Heady and business
school Dean Robert Rehder have
circumvented due process in opting for the
program before the board at its October
meeting,
White details the workings of an ad hoc
student - faculty committee in the business
school that is now considering "alternative

education programs" for the school. That
committee is to xeport. Lu the business school
faculty in December. Approval of the Ph.D.
:program .was granted by the powerful BEF
m October. BEF budget hearings are
scheduled for December.
Considering the serious reservations about
establishment of a Ph.D. program on the
part of many students, and the fact a
committee is now . hustling to get a full
report on the merits of any proposed
business school program the BEF would be
well advised to hold off a final decision on
the matter until the facts are in.
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commentary

Church-State Line Blurred
By DAVID E. ANDERSON
Washington (UPI)-The
constant simmering debate over
aid to paro<:hial schools erupted in
public again last week when
Patrick Cardinal O'Boyle, Roman
Catholic Archibishol) of the
diocese of Washington, D.C.,
charged that public schools
themselves violated the first
amendment to the Constitution.
O'Boye, addressing. a meeting
ol Catholic business and
professional men, said that
America's public school system
amounted to establishment of a
religion in secular humanism.
Favorable
"I believe experience shows and
will increasingly show that public
schoo.s inevitably are more
favorable to one or another
religion," he said.
In . attacking the motion that
public schools are neutral,
O'Boyle said "it may be argued
that the public schools need not
favor any particular religion, or
religion at all, for they can
proceed on strictly humanistic,
p'r a g m a t i c a n d sec u I a r
conceptions."
"But this is precisely the
point," he said. "To proceed in
this way is itself tcr establish a
religion-secular humanism""""'llnd
to favor this religion over all
others,"
The cardinal's position was
promptly criticized by Americans
United for Separation of Church
and State, which charged that
O'Boyle "seeks to establish his
own church as the tax-supported
and officially recognized state
church of this nation."
O'Boyle, however, seem<!d
more interested in maintaining the
strength of the present parochial
school system than in estnblishing
H as the primary American
Page2

educational system.
Unconstitutional
Parochial schools in somoe parts
of the ~:auntry are in serious
financial trouble, A recent survey
by the National Catholic
Educational Association showed
that total enrollment in Catholic
grade and high schools has slipped
below 4 million pupils for the first
time since 1954,
Catholic educators blame part
of the decline on a drop in the
school-age population, but they
also cite a Supreme Court decision
last June which held state aid to
parochial in Pennsylvania and
Rhode Island was
unconstitutional.
O'Boyle voiced the common
complaint of many Catholics
when he said " .•. we must not
resign ourselves to supporting
both the public schools and our
own."
"Perhaps the High Court will
come . to recognize that public
school neutrality is a myth, and
the only practicable way to
maintain the blurred line of
separation (between church and
state) is to allow the parents
themselves to assign their fair
share of the public funds allocated
to education to the school of their
choice," he said.
Challer1ge
It is uncertain whether
O'Boyle's notion of the public
schools as supporting an
established religion. is a· singular
idea of th~ Cardinal's or whether
it lays the groundwork for a
chall engc to present judicial
notions of the public schools as a
religious establishment.
But it is certaht that the
Cardinal's remarks will be widely
noted and studied and that
America's system of public
education will receive new

scrutiny.
They may_ even provide the
court, which already has suggested
that the church-$tate line is
blurred rather than a will of
separation, with a way of assisting
parochial schools.

Right On
' Docksai, a graduate stl.tdent at New
(Editor1s Note: Ron
York University, is the national chairman of the Young
Americans for Freedom.)
'
·•
By RONALD DOCKSAI
The time has perhaps come for a relaxed view of
".W~m~n's Liberation." As with any cause celebre'
d1stmgUished enough to be exploited by the media and the
professional ideologues, the legitimate grievances worthy of
mature consideration become ensconced by the political half
trut~s and. emotionalisms of people like Nqrman Mailer and
Glona S~mem_ who set up their ridiculous rival camps and
wallow m therr respective sexual insecurities. Firstly, we
consider the real problem.
The more democratic a society is in the march toward
egalitarian!sm, the more self satisfied it is. History is less
valued as 1s a regard for religion whether in its oral or written
tra~ition. Introspection alone emerges as the principle rule of
soc1ety, and personal observation becomes the justification
for belief and practice in society.
In such a rootless environment, the environment of the
Twentieth Century, especially, something appears normal
because it is the standard practice. We have never had a
woman President. The immediate impulse in rationalization
urges us to conclude that women are not fit.
The so-called oppression of women by males, however, is
no more exclusive as a socially accepted prejudice than is any
other really wish to see their husbands do housework while
they, the women, are driving the truck. Dr. Frederickson
notes that love is not solely determined by phvsical
attraction, and certain vocations for a man or a woma~ help
to dull th~ attributes of either which particularly make the
·
one attract1ve or the other unattractive.
. The essential problem with women's liberation however is
1ts recent transformation into Women's Lib, Inc: Unjust pay
scales and other material inequalities are being and will be
solved by men and w~men, individually, in the marketplace.
However, the tendene1es toward group cults in recent times
poses a long range, continuing threat for conservatives and
libertarians attempting to wrest society away from a
p~rman~nt and debilitating collectivist mentality, Women's
Liberation as a street movement, as an ideological cause
which presents man as the enemy to be confronted the
abstract evil to be humbled poses such a threat. It clouds the
real issue, and it divides society.
I do not feel it is a victory for "mankind'' when Marius
Rintzler's bass receives rnore audience applause than Heather
~arper's soprano. The equation as proposed by the Women's
Ltb~e~s, however, benefits the Marxist analysis; a self
fu~ilhng p~ophesy, of classes as opposed to individuals: black
agamst whtte, young against old, north against south and
now, man against woman.

Tutoring

interested in helping a child and problems, It needs all the faculty
be willing to donate at least an and student goodwill it can get.
ho•tr a week to helping this child. Here is just one occasion where
If you think you might be we muffed it,
interested in helping someone else
Diana Amsdem
and yourself, come by the Union,
room 251, M-F, 11:30-2:30 p.m.
or phone 277-4816.
Eva M. Rosenblatt
Supports BBA, :Equivalent
UNM Tutoring Project
1 encourage you to either
Campus Coordinator continue our Bachelor of Business
Administration program or
provide an equivalent four year
course of study. New Mexicans
Library
desire fine graduate curriculums,
Librarians do not necessarily but legitimately protest your
agree on any given topic. If phasing out of their baccalaureate
Zimmerman Library were a degrees.
.
business- instead of what
in
academic
freedom
Believing
amounts to a state- created and autonomy, I testified and
monopoly on scholarly books - it voted against the University
would (like other businesses) Investigating Committee. A
permit "customers," regardless of legislature clearly should 110t run
status, Who were inside when the instnutions of higher learning.
.~oors wer~ locked for the day, to
do not force this internal
make thetr purchases," i.e. check Please
matter
into
th~ political arena.
out books .
You
and
I have a commitment
Both the professor and the to all concerned,
e.g., students,
students should have been
business
community,
taxpayers.
permitted to check out their
book$. t would have been glad to They deserve their representatives
and governmental agencies to be
stay a few extra minutes to do responsive to their needs. If this
this for them, but I am in a
responsibility is abused the
department where I rarely meet concerned
justifiably appeal.
the public.
Daniel Lyon (D-Bern.)
Zimmerman Library has
Dist. 8
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funds. All of this money is for
capital improvements, and that is
the only thing it can be 1lSed for."
Parking
Wilson added that the p&rking
facility plan would reduce the
assessment placed on downtown
businesses which had previously
agreed to be assessed for some of
the construction costs of a new
parking unit. "And it hopefully
will allow us to eventually put
parking largely on a
self·supporting basis," said Wilson.
If the financing plan is
approved the new parking facility
sho1,1ld be completed next
summer, he said.

c-----

Aliyah to Israel
Mr. Zvi Ron and Mr. Yose
Sham.ir, representing the lsr&el
Aliyah Center, will speak briefly
and answer questions on programs
available to those interested in
settling the Israeli conflict.
They will be at the
International Center from 5-7
p.m., Oct, 17th.

The most
Meaningful Semester
yo~'ll ever spend .•.
could be the one on
World CamP.US Afloat

*

*

I
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Sailing feb. 1972 to Africa and the Otient
Through a transfer format, more than 5,000
students from 450 campuses have participated
for a semester In this unique program in inter·
national education,
WCA will broaden your horizons, literally and
tiguratively ••. and give you a better thance to
make it-meaningfully-in this changing world.
You'll study at sea with an experienced cos·
mopolitan faculty, and then during port stops
you'll study the wcrld itself. You'll discover that
no matter how foreign and far·away, you have a
lot in common wit~ people of other lands.
WCA isn't as expensive as you might think;
we've done our best to bring it within reach of
most college students. Write today for free
details.
T£ACIIERS: Summer travel with credit for teachers and administrators.
QI~QI~

•
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Write Today llh

Chapman College,
Boi CC26, Orange, California 92666

. W~aJ.,Od.ll!l3,lt11

half, despite the fact that the
Russians are increasing their
military budget," Jackson said.
Jack~on said he beliews most
Americans and most Dl)mocrats
oppose moves that would "leavll
us and OJI.r allies exposed an4
vulnerable.'' and "heighten thll
"So who is the 'different'
Democ~;at?" Jackson asked. "The
man who speaks for the majority,
or the others?"
Jackson said the same holds for
his belief that many Americans
ate genuinely fl."'ightcned by
.domestic violence and that it
represents a national problem.
Jackson also denounced those
who threaten to launch splinter
party movements.
"I :refer to those who already,
before the primaries have begun,
arll talking of third parties and
fourth parties-because they are
too narrow and too doctrinaire to
tolerate life in a united party,''

Jackson said.
He added, "I find it more than
slightly' ironic that some of the
same Democrats who have fought
for party reform • , . 'power to the
people,' who b""llieve in
participatory democracy, are
already threatening, if they don't
like what the people say, to found
a fourth
"

=-=.,........

dinner.

-------

Guest at Conference
W. Ste:ding Edwards, professor
of surgery at UNM's School of
Medicine, has been selected as one
of five guest speakers at Denver's
annual Cardia.c Conference. The
speakera, chosen from all over the
nation, will meet Oct. 20-22 at
the University of Colorado
Medical Center for the 18th
session of the annual

Living Batch Limited
2406 Central
10% discount for the month of October

Experiment in the Media Week

m

1:30pm

Wednesday, October 13

T oday s r...vents:

Experimental Films (five) from Bell Telephone Company, Popejoy Hall; free
to students

8:00pm

Tlw Speakers Committee will present Harlan Ellison, Science fiction writer
(did scriptfor Star Trek) 8 pm at Popejoy Hall

10:30 am
Educ. 117

Panuel and presentation of the Classroom of Tomorrow. Panel members are:
Dr. Cooper, Education l;oundations; Dr:. Goldhaber, Department of Speech,
UNM; Robert Kline, Dil"ector o£ Instntctional Media

IO:OO.am·4:00 pm

Film Festival (10:00 am, 11:30 am, 1:00pm, 2:300 pm) Films: "Hallucinations" (Peter Weiss) ; "Science Friction" (Stan Vanderbeck) ; "Schwechatcr"
(Peter Kubelka) ; "Stone Sonata, Motif, A Trip" (Carmen D' Avina); "Two
Men and a \Vardrobc" (Roman Polanski);; "Buster Keaton" short. To be
shown in one series

1

'

ALL FREE
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Be A Narc!
(Continued from page 1)
maybe we won't know that just
before we got there, a really big
lot comes in.''
"Now if a guy has a lot of dope
on him, he's got real money tied
up in it. He's also facing time if he
gets caught, So when a
plainclothesman comes bursting in
the door. • •"
Getting Grey·
Florio is married and has six
children. He gets paid about $4 an
hour to take those kinds of
chances. His hair is turning grey.
But that's a big part of why he
works in the narcotics division.
"Every day I feel a little
excited in the morning," he said,
"because I never know what's
going to happen. I'm always
anxious to get down here (to the
police station) to see what's going
on . "
But, "I'm not a crusader."

letters. , ,
Monday, Oct. 11, 1971 you ran
a story entitled "Tutors Focus on
Underprivileged" which I felt was
inadequate. First of aU, many
statements were completely
wrong, and the point of the article
was completely missed because of
the omission of some important
points.
Tutoring is not the "job" of 20
UNM grad students. There are
about 20 U:NM grad students who
are on our files as being interested
in tutoring UNM undergraduates
on a volunteer or minimal charge
basis. But because of poor student
response, many are not actually
tutoring now.
There are also about 30 UNM
students who are tutonng in some
of the elementary and secondary
schools. in Albuquerque area. The
demand for tutors is much greater
than 30; in fact there are usuallytwo children who need tutoring
.for every one who gets the
tutoring help.
This is not the first year that
tutoring is funded by ASUNM.
This is the .third year that APS
and ASU.NM have sponsored the
tutoring program.
Dependable tutors are
desperately needed. To qualify as
a tutor, you only need to be

MlAMI BEACH (lJl>I)- Sen,
Henry M. Jackson, making Florida
soundings for a possible
Democratic Presidential race,
Saturday chided potential rivals
who have attacked his
conservatism on military matters.
"I'm a liberal. But I try not to
be a damn fool," Jackson said in a
speech vrepared for the
Democratic Women's Clubs of
Flodda.
Jackson said detractors, whom
he did not name, "seek to portray
him as being "different" from
other potential Democratic
candidates because he opposes
military cuts.
"Perhaps I'm different because
1 believe that world peace, if we
ever achieve it, will be achi!wed by
strength and not by weakness," he
said,
"One of my Democratic
colleagues. has suggeated that we
now cut our defense budget by

m

Thzt1·sday, October N

I

?•OOpm

Corrnng Events:

ESP discussion, New l\Icxico Ballroom. "ESP-A Different :Form o£ Com··
munication," is the subject to be discussed by a panel of experts during the
Experiment in l\Icdia \Veck, Oct. ll-15. The panel will inchtde people from
Sandia Laboratories. Come have your questions answered, and find out why
the government feels ESP is important.
Liv~ng,''

'7:00pm

Family Counseling Center will present "Plays for the
Mexico Union Ballroom: free to students

New

'7:30pm

.Experimental Films (five) from Bell Telephone Company, l)opejoy
lfall; free to students

8:00pm

l>emonstration in Psycho-drama by Eya (Feshin} Branham and staff,
New Mexico Union Balltoom

10:00 am-4:00 pill Film Festival (10:30 am, 12:30 pm, 2:30 pm} Films: "The Round Up"
(Miklos Jancso, Hungarian, 1965) ,

Friday, Octobe1' 15
10:30 am
1:30pm

Panel discussion with Harlan Ellison, Science fiction wtileJ, North Ballroom
KUNM: bands and live presentation on the Mall; Free, obviously

10:00 am-4:00pm Film Festival (10:00 am, 11:30 am, 1:00 pm. 2:30 pm) Jlilms: "Clay"
{Origin of the Species, Eliat M. Noyes, Jr.); ''Boiled Egg" (Mate An·
drieux. and Bernard Brevcnt): "Les ESc:argots" (Rene Laloux): "Moon·
bird" Uohn Jublcy); "i.e Nef~ (Alexander Alexcicff}; "A Short Vision''
Uoan and Peter Foldes): "Night on Dald Mountain" (Alexeieff and
Parker); "Stars and Stripes"
Sunday, Oclober 17

8:00pm

Three Dog Night concert, University Arena

'i'here will be an_ art show continuously at the University of New Mexico Art Mureum,
Fine Arts Center, featuring Dennis Hopper's collection,
l)uring the week, the ASUNM Film Committee wlll also prescntr "Ca!iablanca," witlt tlte
great Great GlUO:A'r Humphrey Bogart; October 1!1: 8:00-10:00 pm. $.75 per person.
And, the ASUNM Film Committee will present: "A Man Called Horse," starring Richard
Harris; October 16•17, 8:00-1():00 pm. $-.7!; per person.
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Aufhenficify.of Organic Foods Questioned

Media Week Review

Quintet Films Interesting At Best

Stores Have No Way to Verify Produce Claims

By MARK BREWER
question him.
Alternate features Service
Guess
BERKELEY, Calif. (AFS)- As
"What does this mean?"
more and more consumers pointing to the day·gla sticker.
become a ware of the health
"Don't ask me," he shrugged,
ha~ards of synthetic agriculture,
''I don't know anything about
more turn to organically grown LhaL stuff. Your ~u&.s is as good as
foods, long available only through mine,"
the caxeful efforts of small stores
"Well, who put these stickers
owned and operated by on?"
conscientiom; organic food freaks.
"Dunno that eithel:'. ,All I know
But now many items dubbed is I've gat twa cases of the stuff to
"otg"<Ulic" Ol' "natural" are eell."
turning up, J!ffi'eh hailed, on the
Later, I spoke to George
labyrinthine shelves of Huggins, head of S;1feway's Dl.'y
supermarkets, which are not so Food Buying Dept,, Oakland, who
careful.
added to my doubts by reporting,
It may look like cultural "If a product is labeled
assimilation, but it smells like a 'organically grown', then we really
shuck!
have no means of determining
Visiting a local Safeway that it's not, but we do require a
recently, to test its claims, I was letter from the producer
confronted by a rather large certifying the good~;."
display of dried prunes in plastic
Longhairs
packages. To each package,
Next, I drove to a nearby
circular day·glo stickers had been independent supermarket whi<:h
applied which proudly carries an extensive assortment of
announced: "Organically Grawn." health and natural food items, raw
Nearby, spraying lettuce, was the grains in barrels and an array of
produce manager, so I decided to '' orgnnic" produQe. '.('his store
currently enjoys a busy .clientele
made up largely of long·hairs,
"Are you the manager?"
"Yes I am," he smiled.
"May 1 ask where you get your
organic fruits and vegetables?"
"Well •• , uh," the smile
disappeared, "that's confidential;
we don't have to give out that
TO POSTER SIZE
information."
A sreat gift or sag Idea.
"Oh?"
Ideal room llecoratlon , , •
perfect for parties, Send
"Well we get. it all from Sun
any b&w or color photo,
Circle Ranches (large well known
Polaroid print, cartoon or
magazine photo. for slides
firm near L.A.)."
and negatives, add $1.00
Test$
per poster. Better originals .,_;:::;.;;,___
produce better posters.
"Do you ever ti)St any samples
Gl~nt b&w poster mailed In tub(!.
to make sure it's what they say it
11f2 X 2 Ft. $2.50- 3 X4 Ft. $7.50 is?"
BLOW·UPS IN PSYCHEDELIC COLOR. Any photo
"No ••• ," there was agitation
made Into a poster In psYchedelic Re~ Green,
Blue or Yellow. Only In l'h x 2 ft. 1!!1 $3.50 in his voice, "nobody has to test
and 2 X 3 ft. @ $4,50. Specify desired color. Sun Circle. They've been ln this
RUSH SER'I!C! :m:4!r; ._-'!,i:i~d Ia 1 a.f ty fi111 h.mgel.' than any oue, and their
CIIIS mJIJ_ M<IU lttr pUitr orclrrtd.
YPVI' !llflllnll ldYrntd ~o~ndlill'NIIflf~ Add 50£: for .POS.bJt jbd stuff is certified.''
han~una far tACH 1ttm ordttld ~ Y, rtslaent' add ulu
Although some retailers may
tu. Send thtctl, cull or M_O «No C-0.0.) to:
accepL
organic produce
MAXI·PDSTEit, ~~gti::~~· st., N.Y. 10010
uncritically, others are more wary.

BlOW
YOUR·
SElf UP

~:ltm.~g~
•
•
•

cutom framing
ready made frames
lowprices

•
•

all Mnds of original Chinese hand
paintirlgs-scrolls-screens-walljJajJer
Imports direct from China

complete selection of
art supplies
15% off to students
& professors

Mon.-I•'ri. 10-9
Sat. 10-6

96<19 Mcnaul NE-EulJank at Mcnaul Sun.12·6
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New Age, of San Francisco,
commissioned test results from
photometric and microcoula·
metric detectors at Stoner
Laboratories, San Jose, which
revealed impurities in some Sun
Circle produce, New Age no
longer distributes Sun Circle, and
mast small Bay Area stor(!s, many
of whom rely on New Age's test,
plan to follow suit.
Challenge
Obviously, the major challenge
for responsible sellers of natural
foods is to certify that an organic
product is what it claims to be.
Yet any retailer or wholi)Saler who
!l".akes an honest attempt to find
out will complain of the
difficulties. None of them will
claim he's never been fooled,
Moreover, store owners will tell
you there are all too many
growers with trucks full of
produce parked outside willing to
sign affidavits or swear on their
mother's grave as to the purity of
goods which later ti)Sts (if any are
made) proves bogus.
Not Sprayed
To compound the problem, no
one agrees an the meaning of
"organic." A seller of lettuce may
consider it organically grown
because it has not been chemically
sprayed, dusted or fertilized. He
may even present an affidavit to
that efrect, without mllntioning
(through ignorance or design) that
previous crops grown in the same
ground were subjected to
chemicals and the soil is still full
of the stuff and robbed of
nutrients.
While Organic Merchants (OM),
a nation · wide association of
natural food stores based in
Berkeley is currently prcroing the

CaHfornia State Legilllature to
adopt a legal definition, confusion
still exists.
Phonies
Many small proprietors,
however, try to keep phonies off
their shelves, largely because they
have strong personal interests in
their stores, in natural food, and
in their customers. Therefore,
they are willing to .spend the time
and money to have samples from
new sources tested for chlorinated
hydrocarbons and thiophosphates
whlch indicate use of chemical
fertilizers or pesticides. Yet
testing facilities are rare (there is
only one in northern California)
since the required equipment is so
costly. Testing costs run about
$35 per sample, which is a lot of
money to small stores realizing
little profit.
Facility
To help salve this problem OM
has been working with chemists
and nutritionalists trying to
establish a testing facility through
which member stores could check
products for as little as $5 per
sample, If they can raise the
money to start such a center, it
could do much to help
conscientious retailers certify
their goods, perhaps even
prompting larger stores to do the
same.
Meanwhile the supermarketeers
are gearing up to capture a larger
share of the organic foods market.
Earlier this year, the Produce
Packaging and Marketing
Association, whose member=hip
includes more than 50 large
grocery chains, met in Chicago to
discuss natural foods. Sociologists
and other consultants assured the
eager association . that organic
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NGE-A-TAPE
SAN MATEO NE
Hoffman/own Shopping Center

}

Wafel'beds $1 I.95 Kingsi%e
5 year unconditional guarantee

food would be in great demand.
Discounts
Supe~:markets who many
months ago stocked their first
timid offerings of Crunchy
Granola will probably soon be
trying to grab off thll cuatomers
of struggling independent natural
food stores. Many of them already
have, using the lure of discounts
with which the small store cannot
compete.
Ultimately, of course, much of
the solution to the problem of
obtaining quality food must
depend on individual consumers
who can only insure the purity of
products by demanding
responsibility on the part of
retailers.
Ask them what "organically
grown" and "natural" mean, and
find out for yourself; ask if
samples of products have been
tested and demand to see the
results; be openly suspicious of
affidavits. In this way only can we
weed out the clerks who only
want our money.

Las Chicanas

Las Chicanas will be meeting
Wednesday night at the Chicano
Studies Center at 6 p.m. All
Chicanas are invited.

Disabled Students
The Disabled Students
Organization will hold a meeting
Friday Oct. 15 in Johnson Gym,
room 4·A at 4 p.m. All interested
persons are invited to attend.

MONEY AND EMPLOYMENT
Due to the current slump In the lob
mnket, it is sometimes difficult to
obtain employment with just a
BaQhelor's degree. Why not guaran·
tee yourself employment upon
graduation. An Afr Force Second
Lieutenant who is married . and
attending an Air Force Pilot Train·
lng School earns $705 a month. In
just thr~e years, that same officer
can expect (through promotions
and longevity pay rnises) to earn
over $1050 a month.
Add a $15,000 life insurance
policy for only $3 a month, free
medic.al. care for you and your
family and reduced prices on ap·
pllances, groceries. household
articles ••• quite a sum of money.
If you would like a job · that
offers a thitty•day J!ald vacation
each year, opporturuty for addl·
tiona! . education (our detachment
commander has obtained an addi·
tional Bachelor's and a Master's
degree since entering the Air Force)
ana a built-in retirement plan after
only twenty year$, why not Uilitl)<
about obtaining an Air Force commisoion Via the ROTC route?
We will.bc glad to explain the Air
Force ROTC program to you, Now
is the time to process in order to
loin next August,

Three Dog Night will perform
at the University arena Sunday
night. Tickets are on sale at the
Union and arena bo~ offices,
Reidling's downtown and Paris
Shoes in Winrock for $4,50
advance (50 cents discount with
UNM ID).

Three Dog Night

Media Week Preview

Actor Jack Nicholson was Kubelka used such unorthodox
originally scheduled to give a talk methods that the company
in Popejoy Hall this evening at 8, refused the finished productsponsored by Speakers Committee only to later beg him for
and a featured piU't of Experiment permission to use it after it was
In Media Wt>ek. Bttt he recently proclaimed an underground
cancelled all engagements, and the classic, (This <me-minute film will
famous science fiction writer be shown twice). "Stone Sonata,"
Haxlan Ellison was booked as a "Motif," and "A Trip" are three
replacement.
animated entries by Carmen
Eillison, S7, has published 22 D' A vi no, the latter made by
books, more than 800 newspaper applying cognac, color dyes,
and magazine articles, columns, sandpaper, and paint directly ·
and stodes, and a number of to waste film. "Two Men And A
movie 'and television scripts, Wardrobe" is an early student
including the popular "Star work by Roman Polanski, in
Trek," His best known continuous which he makes a brief
column is "The Glass Teat" appearance, Rounding out the
(television) ln the Los Angeles fare will be "The Boat," a Buster
Free Press.
Keaton short.
The second day of the media
week film festival gets underway
in the Union Theater at 10 a.m.,
with a series of eight short films
that will be shown again at 11 :ao
Package Liquor
a.m., 1 p.m., and 2:30 p.m.
"Hallucinations" is an early work
by Peter Weiss, author of
"Marat/Sade." Stan Vanderbeek's
"Science Friction" is an animated
3.84 case .96 6-pk
collage film which he describes as
a "social satire aimed at the
rockets, scientists, and
competitive mania of our time.''
"Schwechater" began in 1957 as a •
4.39
beer commercial, but Peter

435 San Mateo NE

256-1241
Hoffmantown Shopping Center
296·0311

The New Mexico Lobo Is 1mbHsbed
daily every regular Week o£ the University Year by tM Boa~d of Student
Publications ot th" Asso<liated Students
of th~ University o£ New MexiCo, and is
not 1\nahdally associated with UNM.
Second class postage pnicl at Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87106, Sub$ctlptiort
rate is $1 for the ncadc:tnic Year.
The opinions ""PreMed on the edi·
torlnl pnges o! The Lobo are those o£
the. author solely, Unsigned opinion is
thnt of the edit<!rinl board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
o£ the Associated Studeht.s or the Uni•
versily of Ncw Mexico,
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Indian prints, Rolling devices, Comix and on and on ...

in town

NEW SANTANA $3.65
Waterbed frames

Henry's Drive-In
1916 Central 9 am to I I am
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Stombergs Trend Shops
Where fa.-hian and Spirit:
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out with a silent film "quickie"
wherll th!l op.erator foiled a
t:abbe~;y attempt. The film then
showed different operators and
had them tell wnat they thought
of their jabs and the people they
encounter over the telephone.
You just don't realize what goes
into your calls until you've seen
all the flashing lights and moving
machinery. It was a "nice" film.
The fourth mm (and my
favorite) wa~; ptotluced by Paul
Cohen and was called "Light.''
There was no narration, only
music. At times it reminded me of
"2~01; A Space Odyssey,"
particularly the scenes on Jupiter
and with Hal, the computer.

SCHLITZ

No. 33

Bo:x 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277410.3, 27'7-4202

a 16·minute film produced and
directed by Nell Cox. lt started

RECORDS, pipes, papers, clips, incense, candles, oils,

(@uurtrr.s

New Mexico Lobo
VC)J. 75

the
best

HAMBURGER

Ellison Talk Today

(because of communication?) and
one guy who just said, "Hello.''
"Is It Always Right to be
Right?" was the second film, an
animated p~U:able by Warren H.
Schmidt, The eight • minute film
was a 1971 Academy Award
winner for best caxtoon and was
narrated by Orson Wells. It related
the story of the "gaps" that grew
in this one particular (but
nameless) country where everyone
knew they were right and were (of
course), An ever· widening chasm
vms crontcd until finally the whole
place (Earth) ripped apart and was
drifting off into opposite ends of
space. Then Gomconc snid,
"Maybe I am wrong." Another
person. was quick to say, "Maybe
you're right." Then the gaps were
closed by those an each side.
The third film was "Operator,"

1820 Centtal-243-1988

23¢

.

Plus free Water Pillow

"Quintet," a series of five films,
was presented for Media Week by
Bell Telephone in Popejoy Hall
Oct. 12 at 1:30 p.m. "Quintet"
was created, to stretch, however
slightly, the boundaries of
communicative prace11s through
the medium of films, to reassert
the crucial importance of
individual creativity and
innovatiorl in an industrially
oriented society, and to endorse
such worl•.'' All right. That's what
the handout given to the audience
said, Now on to what I have Lu
say about "Quintet."
To begin with I missed the first
1 0 minutes of the first film,
"Understanding.'' It lasted 25
minutes so 1 only missed about
half of it.
It is divided into four parts on
the screen and from four to zero
different (or alike) SCElnes flashing
on at one time. Most of the scenes
had people in them.. Some of
them were a11ked, "what is
'communication'?" The question
was met with blank stares, no
answers, a guy who told how he
got into fights in Tulsa, Okla.,

Wednesday, October 13, 1971
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City Hosts Karate Meet

SupremeCourtNominees

Nixon Considers 2 Women, Byrd

Second Time This Year

For the second time this year and is a former Korean national
Albuquerque will be the site of a champion. Yu is listed as Chief
major karate tournament, this one Referee for the event. He is
the 1971 Central North American known for his fierceness as a
Karate Championships to be held competitor, a keen eye for
Saturday at West Mesa Gym,
officiating and is considered to be
The championships will feature one of the finest brick breakers
Byong Yu, who is rated seventh in anywhere. Before the main event,
the nation's top 10 competitors which is scheduled to begin at 8
~;;;;~~~~~;;;~;;~;;~p.m., Mr. Yu will present a special
r;~"breaking" demonstration,
~FUN
FUN · Also headlining the bill will be
~
the husband and wife team of AI
~
and Malia Dacascos, AI, winner of
the 1968 World Tournament of
Champions, will be defending his
C _. _ ..
crown as 1970 CNA champion.

WASHINGTON (UPI)-. official were asked to comment
J:»resident Nixon said Tuesday he on published reports that Byrd
would annouce his nominations W!IS not likely to be nominated to
next Wl!ek to fill two Supreme fill either vacancy,
But Nixon said the West
Court v11cancies. Among those
under consideration, he said, were Virginia Democrat, a law school
two women and Sen. Robert C. graduate who has never practiced,
"is definitely on the list" of
Byrd, D·W.Va.
Earlier, a White House official possible nominees and the White
said that Byrd was one of a dozen · House official, who c11nnot be
or so persons still under identified, said, "At this point,
consideration to fill the vacancies you can't say he wiH get the
created by the retirement of appointment, but you certainly
Justice Hugh L .. Black and Justice can't say he has been ruled out."
John M. H11rl11n.
For his part, Dyrd declined to
"I don't rule out Sen. Byrd and speculate on his chances to get the
I don't .rule out a woman for nomination, He said he had not
consideration," Nixon told talked to Attorney General John
reporters at the White House. N. Mitchell about the matter, but
" •.• At least two women are he refused to say whether he had
under consideration at this time." discussed it with Nixon.
Nixon and the White House
Byrd, who shares Nixon's

OKIE'S

l 0 REER

.,

.
conservative views abo\lt
constitutional interpretations,
traveled with Nixon to· West
Virginia last week. But he said he
was "not at liberty to state what
was said on the pl11ne, either
coming or going."
The Senator, however, said he
did not feel handicapped because
he had never taken a bar
examination and was not licensed
to practice.
'' Being a lawyer is not an
absolute prerequisitE: for a
Suprllmll Court ju11tioo," he tQ}d
reporters.
Nixon did not indicate in his
brief remarks to newsmen when
next week he would announce his
appointments, but he said he
would announce both nominees at
the same time.

Women's 'Rights' Bill·Passed in House

.,

MAkE LovE,
·NoT BAbiEs
. Buy male contraceptives
privately-by mail
Today's male contraceptives are extremely reliable and exquisitely
sensitive. So why tnlcc t'har.c~s wh;;n :~-ou Ldil IJuy cuudoms designed
not only with protection in mind, but with pleasure as well. Get the
famous-brand condoms of your choice privately by mail , , . and
avoid the embarraljSment of buying them in a drugstore.
Quality brand namn only
Population Planning Associates is the new marketing arm of the
non-profit Population Services, Inc., v·hich for nearly two years has
been bringing birth control services by mail to college men across
the country . , . with over 10,000 customers on 400 campuses.
We offer a wide selection of famous-brand male contraceptives: the
Fetherlitc from England, thinnest and most exciting of all, and
exclusive with us in the U.S.A.; the NuForm, another exciUBive
from England, pre-shaped for a unique new sensation; the wellknown and popular Sultan; the famous Trojan. And many more. All
are electronically tested and meet rigorous FDA specifications.
Fut DIIIVI!y-Monay-Back Cuarant11
Avoid the hassle of a drugstore purchase. Send us just $4 for a
sampler pack of 13 assorted condoms-5 different brands including
the Fetherlitc and the sensational Naturalamb, made rr~m natural
animal membrane-plus an illustrated brochure describing our complete selection. You must be completely satisfied or Tetum the
unused portion of your order for a full refund. All orders are filled
the same day received and arc sent in a plain package to protect
your privacy. So ~ake love, not babies. Mail the coupon today.
Population Plannlnl Auaclatu
DD-4
105 North Calumbla
Chapa! Hill, N.C. 27514
Please rush me in plain package: name
!Plea•• print!
0 Sampler pack of 13 assorted
condoms plus Illustrated brochure address
describing complete selection, $4.
0 Free jjrochure, without obllga- city
state
Iron.
I enclose payment In full under ~lp
f))
your money.Jiack guarantee.

Karate

Fall Tourney
Begins Friday
For Area Nines

UNM student Phil Pacheco
photographed referee Pat Johnson
Oeft) of Los Angeles overseeing a
leap by New York's Joseph Hayes
over Houston's Ramior Guzman
for a point, Action was in March's
1971 National Karate Grand
Championships. Another meet
will be held here Saturday night.

Tl1is is a Spo•·ts £'ol'"''''"

UNM's annual fall baseball
tournament opens here Friday at
noon with five college teams
B11 ltlarl~ Sanclu~z
entered in the two-day affair.
Lobo head baseball coach Bob
By MARK SANCHEZ
Probably the one thing wrong
Leigh said the five teams
Lobo football fans are the most with last weekend's game was the
participating in the tourney will
critical in their pigskin areas tie, A tie would have been
feature the University of Denver,
known as the WAC. They are acceptable with any other team
New Mexico State and New
staunch supporters and the most besides the Aggics.
Mexico Highlands; the host UNM
vehement fans when they think
will enter two teams for the meet. they
are not getting their money's
The tourney is set up in a
While most of us wanted to see
worth out of the Wolfpack.
semi-round robin and wiil feature
It's
no wonder, however, to the Texas • Oklahoma game on
seven games over the two days.
have such honest fans. After four television last weekend we
The action gets under way
years of losers, Albuquerque fans watched Michigan and Michigan
Friday when New Mexico are skeptical, if not worried, State.
Highlands tries their luck against about their Lobos, A lot of hard
The latter contest wasn't a bad
the New Mexico no. 1 team and
work has gone into the chemistry game but the game most people
New Mexico State meets New of this year's team and big things wanted to see was blacked out in
Mexico no. 2 at 2:30 p.m. are expected from it.
this area.
Friday's action concludes with a 7
Now a major question has
New Mexico State was tough,
p.m. match between the top Lobo "but
not that tough" said one developed over whether or not the
team and Denver. The game will Lobo fan in the student section at NCAA has the power to supercede
be a nine inning affair at Los the game last Saturday. Others the wishes of a University to
Altos Park.
were talking about backing away televise the games they want.
Saturday's schedule will have from as many as 15 points while
People in Oklahoma wanted to
Highlands and State meeting at those who took 15 points made a see their game pretty badly last
noon at Lobo field while Denver bundle.
weekend, but the NCAA had
meets New Mexico no. 2 at the
What has happened is, UNM already made a deal to televise the
UNM freshman field, just east of fans really don't know what to Michigan • Michigan State game.
the varsity field.
expect next from the Lobos. Of course the NCAA has a
The tournament concludes with
Following a Cinderella season contract to broadcast the games
~-··········································· a couple of 2 p.m. matches, one at
~••••••••••••:••••r•••••••••••••••••••••••••
they have marched onto the field with ABC in which sponsors and
Lobo field between New Mexico
this year with all-American and air time are settled. But the
no. 1 and New Mexico State, and
all-WAC
and a barrage Oklahomans are going to court to
the other across the street at the of press candidates
releases, But, it was a test NCAA power.
frosh field between Denver and Cinderella season. Coach Feldman
The NCAA is basing its case on
Highlands.
said last spring the Lobos caugflt school membership with the
Although the tourney is in only everyone by surprise but this organization. They tell schools in
its third year of existence, it still season would be different. This the organization they can't do
ranks as one of the outstanding was probably the most honest anything like televise a game
college fall tournaments. Last prognostication made of the team. without permission from the
year,
the New Mexico no. 2 team
6031 CENTRAL N.E.
The Lobos are not a bad team. NCAA office,
won the meet by dropping As a matter of fact they are pretty
The precedent, which would be
Highlands 11-4 and New Mexico
set if the NCAA lost the case,
good.
It's
just
that
fans,
especially
State 6·3, New Mexico's no. 1 students, don't expect ties; they
would be a serious setback for the
team finished their three-game expect maulings,
organization in terms of control it
showing with two wins and a loss.
An honest fan reaction will act has over member schools,
just the way Lobo players
The way the regions ate set up
perform. They will cheer like now, no one knows. When ABC
crazy when the boys do good and wants to televise a national game
they will boo with an equal it overrides regional games which
amount of enthusiasm when they Sometimes have a greater interest
screw up. It's honest and it's not value for people in that particular
bad.
area,
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WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
House approved a proposed
constitutional amendment
yesterday that would give women
equal rights with men under the
law. The measure now goes to the
Senate, where opponents will try
to kill it for the second straight
year.
The House approved the
amendment 354 to 23- 103
votes more than the two·thirds
margin required - after
opponents said it could lead to
single men and women draftees
living in the same Army barracks.
The House approved the same
legislation a little more than a
year ago on a 350·15 roll call
vote, but the Senate allowed the
measure to die when Sen. Sam J,
Ervin Jr. (D·N.C.) conducted an
informal, limited filibuster against
it. He said he was ready to lead
the opposition again this year.
The amendment approved by
the House Tuesday was offered by
Rep. Martha Griffiths (D·Mich.),
and simply says: "Equality of
rights under the law shall not be
denied or abridged by the United
States or by any state on account
of sex."
Before approval of that
language, members rejected
language offered by Rep. Charles
E. Wiggins (D·Calif.), approved by
the House Judiciary Committee.
Wiggins wanted to add the
provision that "this article shall
not impair the validity of any law
of The United States which
exempts a person from
compulsory military service or
any other law of the United States
or of any state which reasonably
promotes the health and safety of
the people.''
Women's rights groups
complained that Wiggins'
additional language would be
worse than no amendment at all.

''This language would only
destroy my amendment," said Ms.
Griffiths. "We women have been
fighting for 100 years for
equality, ever since suffrage, and
all this language would do is
continue in effect the same laws

----,---Anthro

Bob Chenhall, professor of
anthropology at the University of
Arkansas, will speak Thursday at
7:30 p.m. at the Kiva on
"Application of Computer
Technology to the
Anthropological and Museological
Problems."
The talk is open to ,the public.
that have been used to
discriminate against women."
But Wiggins argued that the
military could not "live with" the
Griffiths amendment. He said
P.ven separate but equal housing
for women would not be allowed
under it.
Rep. Don Edwards (D.Calif.)
said, in support of the Griffiths'
version, that "women would not
be required to serve where they
are not fitted any more than men
are not now required to serve
where they are not fitted.''
In a lighter vein, Rep. John G.
Schmitz (R·Calif.) said, "My wife
ordered me to vote against this
bill with or without the Wiggins

IMPORTS

·

for Men

Hillel Social
B'nai Brith Hillel· Jewish
Student Union will hold an
informal social at the
International Center, 1808 Las
Lomas NE, from 5-7:30 p.m. on
Sunday, October 17.
A delicatessen buffet dinner
will be served. Information on
future activities will be available
at that time-.

Petitions
Petitions for ASUNM Senate
are available in the Student
Government Office of the Union.
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'Hot Items' Up For Auction
If ;}'OU have an .1rchi? Bunker beer belly um.l yvu need
your very own bowling ball to go with it, here's your
chance.
A bowling ball and several other items will go on
public auction Saturday, Oct. 23. The auction also
includes the sale of a few cars, chairs, tables, desks,
typewriters, a television, a record player and euen a purse,
according to Herb Dennish, an assistant to the city
manager. The items are either surplus city property or
unclaimed lost or confiscated items from the police
department.
The auction will be held at the city yard, 5501 Pino,
N.E.

Seraphin Trio
The UNM Seraphin Trio will
give a recital at Keller Hall in the
Fine Arts Center Oct. 28 at 8:15
p.m.
Admission will be $1 for adults
and 50 cents for students,
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LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Women Ski Team Diet

During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine
Ski Team members go on the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20
pounds in two weeks. That's right-20 pounds in 14 days!
The basis of the diet is chemical food action and was devised by a famous Colorado physician especially fbr the
U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is maintained (very important!) while reducing. You keep "full"-no starvation-be·
cause the diet is designed that way! It's a diet that is easy
to follow whether you work, travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly a fantastically successful diet. If it
weren't, the U.S. Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted
to usc it! Right? So, give yourself the same break the U.S.
Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even
if you've tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself to
try the U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet, That is, i£ you really
do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order today. Tear
this out as a reminder.
Send only $1.00 ($1.25 for Rush Service) -cash is O.K.to: Ski Team Diet, P.O. Box 15493, San Diego, Calif. 92115.
Don't order unless you expect to lose 20 pounds in two
weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet will dol
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There are so many .deilcious reasons
for eating at
besides being easy on your budget.

McDonald•s.

.Razor's Edge
Sebring
Profissional

Hair

amendment because she refused
to be lowered to equality,"
Rep. H.R. Gross (R-Iowa)
asked what new rights a man
might get from the amendment.
Edwards said one change might be
modification of state alimony
laws in divorce cases.
"If my wife sued me for
divorce, under the terms of the
amendment, I wouldn't have to
pay alimony?'' Gross asked.
"It would be entirely up to the
court," Edwards said.
"After 44 years of married
life," concluded Gross, "That's
something to contemplate. We're
making real progress here. She
might even have to pay me
nlimony."
Gross voted for the Griffiths
amendment.
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A Very Special Premiere Showing of

I

MARIA CALLAS

I
~

(in her first dramatic role)

•

~

i
I
I

let a fellow student help .••

I

POPEJOY HALL

~

~

MEDEA

~

~
1
..,.

VW Specialists
Free Tow-In
10% Student Discount
Phone 268-2156

..........,.........................·.···························-·.-.-.-.............

~-

.......

Expert "-'U''"
No Nets, Gels, Laquer
Sprays, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put Qns
ForMenorWonu!n
by Appointment only
255-0166
5504 Central Ave S.E.
(1 Blk. East of San Mateo)

~-----------.-...---.·

J. Michael Jones~look him up
at your place or ours for
straight talk about your trans•
portation needs. He's a student who understands stu. dent's needs and J. Michael
has the pick of the best lot

=

~

in town!

4LOCATIONS

LLOYD McKEE
llllll.,..

, . 2lilm

LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO
MENAUL AT SAN PED~O
5324 f'OURTH ST., N.W.
CANDElARIA AT EUBANK

_NEW IIBXICO 1.0110
Wednesday, October' 13, 1971
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In Greek mythology, Medea, a seductive "savage," mistress of witchraft and
sorcery, aids Jason in his quest for the Golden Fleece. Jason, suitably itn·
pressed, woos, beds, breeds and abandons Medea to marry a "civilized"
woman oE higher station. From here on watdt out!
S<e Bullfinch's Mythology or P"oHni's G<eat film for detaih.

This Week-end
Sat., Sun.-Oct. 16, 17-7.30 p.m.
Adults $2.50-Students $1.50
Telephone 277-3121
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CLASSIFIED

TERMS: Payment must be made

1)

WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
206, afternoons preferably or mail,
Classified Advertisin~
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N,M. 87106

In full prior to insertion of advertisement

PERSONALS

THE RAG SHOPPE-THE place for used
women's clothing, We BUY and SELL.
Call us at 268-2823 for specifics. San
Mateo and Indian School NE. Open Mon.
th.ru Sat.-l9 nm to 6 pm, 10/21
READY I To start a bright new semester
fnll of happenings, See us I Arrange=
menta Unlimited, 107 Gira:rd SE. 265£1379. 10/14
GIRLs-We have your size. Bell's by
Levl'a, Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central
SE. 243-6954. 10/6

2)

Ecuador Ambassador Will
CA.MPU§ Lecture At Union Tonight
BRIEF§

ADVERTISING

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1,40) per time run. If ad is to
run l\ve or more consec\ltive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
per word and the minimum number of
words to ).0,

LOST & FOUND

STOLEN BICYCLE. The person who had
their blue girl's bicycle stolen from the
bicycle rack (south of Biology Bldg.)
please contact the UNM Police. Stolen
10-7-7:1. 10/19
FOUND - Prescription gold wire rims (Ladies?), On lawn in front of Biol.
Bldg. Pick up at Rm. 205, Journalism.
10/19
FOUNJ>.--Sweater in Journalism BuUding,
Describe and claim Rm. 206. 10/19
MISSING: WHITE, AFFECTIONATE
SEVEN MONTH, MALE SIAMESE. No
collar, Vicinity of University and Grand.
Reward. Ripotrs at least cil.ll. 2!19-6097.
10/19
BEAUTIFUL BLUE SLEEPING BAG lost
between Coronado and Hokona. llO.OO
reward. Cnryn 277-4056, 10/18
LOST! DAVIS tennis racket: Spanish
purse with precious bible inside. Mary
277-2965. 10/18
LOST: Black 8-week puppy, Near Yale.
Contnct Nancy, 266-9357. Reward, 10/18
LOST: GOLD WIRE FRAME PRESCRIP·
TION GLASSES in a tan case. 265-2414.
10/14
PLEASE HELP US FIND OUR 1 1/.J year,
femnlc MnliUJlute lost Oct. 4, SandiA
Park area. Desperate. Reward for any
pertinent information, 265·3611, Ext.
273 or 282-8460, 10/15
LOST: SILVER FLUTE left in n VW.
Tommy. 1809¥.1 Silver SE, APt. 5. 10/14
FOUND: One earring, Ladles lounge
Journalism Bldg. Claim in 205. 10/14
BORROWED. My leather purse from Zlm·
merman basement. I'm just interested in
getting back my pict-urC3J etc. Keep ID,
checks, TDN tickets, $2o "reward" for
return. Please return them they're Irreplaceable. Teri 299-1977. 10/13
LOST: Sinmesc Cat-Female 1 yr, CHAN~
TEL. Call 266-0169, 403 Princeston SE.
10/13

3) SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE TUNEUPS, V·S's. $16.00.
6's $14.50, Imports also, Guaranteed. 265·
4771. 10/15
AUTOMOTIVE TUNE-UPS. S t u den t
Price. New apark plugS, points, conden•
ser, rotor for 6 cylinder U.S. Auto only.
299-5230. 10/13

Mathematics

5) FORSALE
JUST RECEIVED a shipment o( 1971
Singer Sewing MachineJ, These ma·
chines have never been used and are
equipped w/zlg-zag, make buttonholes,
etc, Will be sold for $49 each, cash or
terms. United Freight Sales, 8920 San
Mateo NE. Open 9 til 9, tfn
1969 VW bug in excellent condition.
$1,100. Clarinet, $45. 266·~122. 10/13
SO USED PORTABLE TV'S. $30-$60. 441
Wyoming NE. 255-5987, 12/20
FIVE NEW STEREO CO::::M~P:::O::::N::E:=N:=T
SETS. These units have AM-FM stereo
receivers w/8 track J1layer, Also come
complete w/separate deluxe Garrard
changer and fou~ speaker S}'stem. $119.95
cash or terms. United Freight Sales. 3920
San Mateo NE. Open 9 till 9. tfn
LEATHER BELLBO'fTOMS ANP ;JACKETS by Levi's. Lobo Men's Shop, 2120
Central SE. 10/16
1968 VOLKSWAGEN BUG, call 266-5061,
10/15
6)

EMPLOYMENT

VETS: SUPPLEMENT your VA Aasistances. $90.00 wk. Part time. Intervlewi!Plncement Center Trniler. Thurs, Oct. 14.
9AM, 11A.M, 1PM, 3PM. 10/14
NEED 2 men to help me in my business.
$75.00 wk. to start. Part time. Call 242~
0553. 10/13
.
7)

MISCELLANEOUS

NEEDED FOR ROCK AND ROLL-Blues
Band-Drummer, Bass, Lead and Rhythm
guitarists. Call Michelle 296-1150. 10/19
BERNADETTE CHAVEX for Senate Committee. Meet on 2nd floor of the SUB,
Casa del Sol. 11:30 A.M. Thursdt\Y, Octo·
ber 14. 10/13
f!ARRIS TWEED SPORTS COATS, $80.00
ench. New Arrivals from England. Also,
Navajo Tugs, many interesting imports.
Freed Company, 415 Central Ave. NW.

~g_.m
~
Wednesday, October 13, 1971
Campus Crusade for Christ; Union
room 231-A; 9-9:30 a.m.
Film Committee Movies; Union
Theater; 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Campus Gold; Union room 231·B~
7:30 p.m.-10 p,m.
Chakaa; Union room 231-Dl;
7:30·8:30 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi; Union room 230;
7:3Q-10 p.m.
.
Alpha Phi Omega; Union room 253;

L

Dr. Reuben Hersh, professor of
mathematics at UNM,. will speak
at a mathematics department
seminar Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in
room 104 of Marron Hall,
Dr. Hersh's talk 011 recent
results on random evolutions is
free and open to all interested
persons.

Chemistry Seminar
Newton Fawcett, UNM
chemistry graduate student, will
lead a chemistry department
seminar at the chemistry building,
room 101, at 4:30 p.m., Friday,
October 15.
Fawcett's talk, on finitedifference simulation applied· to
electroanalytical and diffusion
chemistry, is free, and open to all
interested nersons.

Science Fiction
Science Fiction fans are invited
to one or all of the events in
which Harlan Ellison will take
part,
Wednesday at 8 p.m. he will
lecture in Keller Hall. Thursday he
will meet informally between one
and two in Mitchell Hall.
Friday at 10:30, Ellison will
meet in the Union Ballroom with
a panel of several students and
townspeople who are
knowledgeable and articulate
science fiction fans, including
Jack Speer, judge of the
Albuquerque Small Claims Court.

Ecuadorean Ambassador Carlos
Mantilla Ortega will lecture
tonight at the University oi. New
Mexico on "The Oil Discoveries in
Ecuador: An Important Factor
for Development."
The lecture, free to the public,
will be at 8 p.m. in the theatre of
the Union.
Following his lecture,
Ambassador Ortega will be guest
at an informal reception at the
UNM International Center.
The UNM Latin American
Center is hosting the ambassador
during his Albuquerque visit.
A distinguished journalist and
former editor of El Commercia in
Quito, Ortega met this morning
with journalism department
students and faculty at the
University.

Indo-American
The Indo-American Assocation
will hold a meeting Thursday Oct.
14 in room 250-D of the Union.
The meeting is in preparation
of the Biwali Festival. All are
invited to attend. For more
information call 242·4824 or
242·1882.

333 Wyomini!'Blvd. NE

265·5901

Free Estimates

TEAC's finest 4-channel Slmultrak
stereo tape system with four-fold
capability incorporates 2 and
4-channel recording, automatic
reverse for 2 channel operation and
a total of 8 separate solid·state
playback and record preamplifiers
With off-the-tape monitoring. The
TCA-42 thus quadruples as a
4-channelstereo/record/playl:1ack
deck, a 2·track deck for monaural
or stereo record/playbacl<, a studio
quality tape console for sound-onsound or 4·track SimulsyncTM
"one man band" dubbing, and a
synchronous automatic tape/slide
capability for multi-projection and
stereo sound.

FORSALE

WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN
YOUR OWN HOME with low down
payment nnd montWy payments less than
rent. For details call Mike at 298-7689 or
Eve 296-5179. 10/20
1969 PLYMOUTH STATION WAGONAuto, Trans., power steering. Runs
good, $160 or best offer. Rm. 323. The
College Inn. 10/15
1961 MGA Convertible, 1967 Norton 7501
both good condition. 266-2914. 10/15
"THE ECOPOLITICS OF ELECTRIO
POWER" and other pertinent tales in
thla montlt's l·U,I. REVIEW) on sole a~
the Student Union, Living Batch,
Pegasus, etc. 10/14
FENDER DUAL SllOW.MAN, "2·15" J.
n. Lancings. $900.00. 265-8493. 10/14
1968 HONDA 350 "Motocross" Excellent
Condition, Recent Engine, Call 265-9357,
10/14
1970 SIATA-UNNUSUAL SPORTSCAR.
Take o'ler payments. Days, 842-7724,
other, 243-3269, Durkin. 10/16
USED SUEDE AND LEATHER ;tACK•
ETS. $2.50 to $15.00 each. New nrrlvals
Friday this week at the. Bend Shnman.
401B Son 'F'cllpe NW, Old Town 11-7
daily, 10/13
1964 CUTLASS F-85 eonvertlble--4 Till\'/
tlrC!l, new paint, excellent running eon•
dltfon. Best offer, Call 243-3120. 10/14
BEADS, BEADS, BEADS I HUndred of
different kinds and colors of beads,
Beads for macrame at The Bend Shaman.
401B San Felipe NW. Old Town. 11•7
dally, 10/13
STUDENT ALTO SAX - $lli0 or make
oiTer-277-2281 or 242-'1931. 10/14
1971 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER. Dual
Speaker-Automatic Level Recording,
277-4296. 20/12
.
DUE TO THE GREAT RESPONSE U! tht!
Lobo Ad our llUpply of llllcd lluedc and
leather jackets is somewhat .depleated,
Starting this Fridt\Y and every Friday we
will add 60·100 coats and jackets, Thank
you-The Bead . Shaman. ..(OlD San
Felipe NW. Old Town 11·7 dally, I0/13
FlitEWOOD FOn SALEl, UNM student.
247-WtO, Pinon, cediU'• 10/U

'Joreign Car Specialis1s

Kiva Club

RESPONSIBLE MALE-Student Housemote WMted. Share -!-bedroom home,
Can Richa:rd, 242-9661. 10/19
MEN'S SKI EQUIPMENT: Head Stand·
ards, release bindings, poles, boots, $130,
266-1653. 10/19
TIES ONLY $2.50. Excellent selection in
beautiful colors. Lobo Men's. Shop. 2120
Central SE, 243·6964. 10/19
TURTLENECK SWEATERS. Large selec•
tfon in many colors and fabrics. Lobo
Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE. 243·6954,
10/19
68 VW CAMPER. New Engine ••• Brakes,
Oluteh, Trans. and tires. 242·4046. 10/18
SHEPA,RJ>.-.hllSkie puppies, $15. Well-bred
dogs, but no papers. Excellent for train•
ing or pels. '1 weeks. John Walker, 344•
757310/18
HUSKY AND SHEPERD PUPS. For Sale,
$10.00. 898-0614. 10/18
KASTLF.l :lOG's with :MARKER BINDINGS,
LANGE Boots, size lP.hw., Barreerafter
poles. Used 1 season. Originnl cost $285,
Sell !or $150. See McDonald at Journalism
205 after 4.

Repair & Maintenance
on all foreign cars

The Kiva Club is planning a
meeting Oct. 14 at the
International Center. It will be
followed by a chile dinner. Indian
students are invited to come. The
meeting starts at 6 :30 p.m., and
the dinner is at 7 :30.

4) FORRENT

5)

A native of Quito, where UNM
has a research and study center
for graduates and undergraduates,
Ortega is a graduate of the School
of Foreign Service, Georgetown
University, Washington, D.C. He
has had years of service in
Washington, beginning as an
attache and serving at subsequent
periods as first secretary of the
embassy and ultimately as
Ambassador to the United States
which he has held since 1967.
Northern Ecuador has been the
site of recent rich oil discoveries,

FINAL

WEEK

5003 Menaul Nt=
268-4227

101 Cornell SE
Near UNM

Complete Service Department Available
3 Day Service

I

CLA§§IFXED
A DVERTI§ING

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made iri full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. · Personals
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent
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